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Let P,O.T, 1 J, 0 C @ c R, r E TC W denote a family of probability measures, 
where r denotes the vector of nuisance parameters. Starting from randomized 
asymptotic maximum likelihood (as. m. I.) estimators for (0, r) we construct 
randomized estimators which are asymptotically median unbiased up to o(n-I”) 
resp. test procedures which are as. similar of level a + o(n-I”) (for testing 0 = or,, 
r E T against one-sided alternatives). The estimation procedures are second-order 
efficient in the class of estimators which are median unbiased up to ~(a-“~) and the 
test procedures are second-order efficient in the class of tests which are as. of level 
CI + o(n-I”). These results hold without any continuity condition on the family of 
probability measures. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Let @ x T, with @ c R, Tc Rp denote the parameter space of a family 
P c,g,rl, (0, r) E 0 x T, r = (@, ,...> p 3 0 ) of probability measures, where 19 is the 
parameter under investigation, whereas 19, ..., ep are nuisance parameters. 
For continuous families Pfo,rj, (~9, r) E 63 x T, i.e., families with likelihood 
derivatives having uniformly nonlattice distributions, estimation and test 
procedures exist which are efficient up to o(n -l”). In fact, see Pfanzagl [6], 
~11 procedures admitting a stochastic expansion are efficient up to o(K”*) if 
they are efficient up to o( 1). For the case of estimators, a comparable result 
is available (see Pfanzagl and Wefelmeyer [7]) without a continuity 
condition on the family, provided the loss function is SufficientIy smooth, 
Up to now the situation was unclear for lattice distributions, since in this 
case the power function of tests and distribution functions of estimators have 
jumps of the order O(C”*). Hence nonrandomized tests which keep a 
prescribed level up to an error o(n -“*) and estimators which are median 
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unbiased of order o(n -‘I*) do not exist in the general case. It will be shown 
in the following that the envelope power function of order o(n-“*), given in 
Pfanzagl [5, Proposition, p. 26 I ] for continuous families of p-measures is 
valid without this condition and that randomized tests matching this 
envelope power function up to o(U”*) exist. 
Correspondingly, there exist “randomized estimators” which are median 
unbiased of order o(~“*) and which are, in this class of estimators, 
maximally concentrated up to o(K”*) with respect to arbitrary (i.e., not 
necessarily smooth) bounded loss functions. 
A “randomized estimator” is a Markov kernel T,,: iP X 9e + R, i.e., a 
function x + T,,(x, .) of the observations x E JV having values in the set of 
probability measures on @, such that x -+ T,,(x,A) is measurable for every 
Bore1 set A cz @. This procedure means that the sample x E X” does not 
determine a single value in @ but the distribution of an auxiliary experiment 
with values in 0. (Consider, for instance, a normal distribution on 0 with 
mean T,,(x) and variance K*(log n)*.) For a more detailed discussion we 
need some defmitions. 
1.1. DEFINITION. A sequence of randomized estimators is asymptotically 
median unbiased up to O(K “*) if 
uniformly on compact subsets of @ and T. 
Concerning the problem of testing the composite hypothesis 0 = or,, 7 E T, 
against the one-sided alternative 0 > 19~, r E T, we make the following 
1.2. DEFINITION. A sequence of critical functions p:‘, n E N, 6’,, E @, is 
asymptotically of level a + o(H”*) (resp. asymptotically similar of level 
a + o(n-“*)) if uniformly on compact subsets of T 
~&o,zj[q~‘] < a + o(K1’*) resp. (=cz + o(n-“*)). 
The following definition describes a class of estimators for (8,7) which 
includes the maximum likelihood (m.1.) estimator. 
1.3. DEFINTION, An estimator sequence p”), n ‘.G N, for (&7) E @ x T is 
asymptotically m.1. of order O(K ‘I*) if for some j3 > 0: For every compact 
Kc 0 x T there exists a constant bk > 0 such that uniformly for 0 E K 
(a) P;o,zj{~ E r: ]] T(“)(X) - (0, r)]] > bkn-l’*(log ?z)~} = o(~l’*), 
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Such estimator sequences can be obtained by the socalled Newton-Raphson 
iteration method for solving the likelihood equation (see Pfanzagl [5, 
Lemmas 6 and 71.) 
1.4. THEOREM. Assume that condition D holds and that the partiat 
derivatives of the likelihood function I(., 19, z) up to the order 3 exist. Assume 
that for every 6 E @ x T there exists an open neighborhood LJ8 of d such that 
the distribution of the vector 
d-9 t) zz (Aijp(*3 t)* i = 0 ,..., p, A,jljk(., 0, i, k = O,..., p) 
under I’,,, n E @ X T, say Q(,,,[), fufllls condition F for all (n, c) E LJ& x US. 
Furthermore assume that the derivatives li, ?I, and liJk fuflll condition M 
and that lijk fulfills condition R. 
Finally, assume that condition L, holds and L,(e, r) = 0, i = 0 ,..., p. 
(9 Let +bo be a sequence of test functions which is asymptotically of 
level a + o(n-‘f2), 0 c a c 1, for the composite hypothesis 0 = &,, z E T. 
Then for t > 0 
holds uni$ormly in t and on compact sets of T. The symbols A,,,,, hf2, and h:, 
are defined in the notation. 
(ii) Assume that T”’ = (i$@, p:),..., ppn’) is an asymptotic maximum 
likelihood (as. m. 1.) estimator of order o(n-‘12) for (&,, T) = (eO, 6$ ,..., tip). 
Define the test statistic for &, 
f’n,a = Fan) - n-“2NaaII(Y) - n-1[a20(7+)) + Naa22(pn))], (1.6) 
where aII =A$ and a20, resp. a22, are defined in the notation and N= 
denotes the a-percentage point of the standard normal distribution N ] 9’. 
The test sequence 
q7n,oo(e) := N(r: T&.) < & + n-“2unr}, (l-7) 
where o,, = n - v2 log n, is asy m p toticaily similar of size a + o(ne112) and its 
power attains the upper bound on the 1.h.s. of (1.5) untyormly in 
O<t<logn. 
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We remark that p,,eO can be considered as a “randomized confidence ray” 
for I!?,, with conJdence level 1 - a t o(n-I’*). 
(iii) Let the Markov kernel Fa ] X’ X ~3’~ be defined by 
where hLvj denotes the normal distribution with mean a and variance o*. 
This sequence of randomized estimators T,, ] X’ x 3’o for 0 is median 
unbiased of order o(n- “*). 
Furthermore, F,, is “more concentrated” around t$ than any other 
sequence T” ] X” x 3’e of randomized estimators, which is asymptotically 
median unbiased of order o(n-I’*), i.e., 
This relation holds ungormly for (@,,, r) in a compact set in @ x T and 
untyormly in t’, t” > 0. 
I .8. Remarks. The envelope power function (1.5) is the same as the 
envelope power function for the continuous families (see Pfanzagl [5, 
Proposition, p. 261.) 
Theorem 1.4(iii) implies that p has minimal risk 
F’$+)[j L(n”*(f? - &,)) p(., de)] up to o(n-“‘) for every bounded loss 
function L(x) which is nondecreasing in 1x1. 
Theorem 1.4 can be applied to the following classical two-sample problem, 
where an UMP test with Neyman structure exists. See Lehmann [3, 
pp. 135, 1431. 
1.9. EXAMPLE. Let (x,, yJ, i = l,..., n, be a sample with common 
distribution ny=r (Q,, X Qp,), p,p’ E (0, 1), where Q,{O} = 1 - Q,{ 11 =p. 
Consider the problem of testing p’ = p against p’ > p. Here, r3 may be iden- 
tified with p’ -p and the nuisance parameter r with p. 
The envelope power function (1.5) for testing t9 = 0, p E (0, 1) against 0 = 
&-pn=n -“*t > 0 is given by 
@(N= + tu-‘) + &z-‘I*(1 - 2p) 03&Na t to-‘) t o(n-I”), 
where u* = 2p( 1 -p). The test function (1.7) which matches this envelope 
power function can be replaced up to an error o(nPU2) by the following 
procedure : 
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Accept (resp. reject) the hypothesis whenever 
(~, ~) = (n-l ~~=~ Xi, n-l ~~=l pi). 
1 p,, - Na 1 c n-“*(log n)2, then accept (resp, reject) if 
N + rn-1’2 log n, where r is a random number with standard normal 
d&&u&n. 
We remark that the level o - UMP test for this problem is given by 
1 
1 
q= ya(ti+njq 2 
< 
0 I I 
= h&2x + nY)n-1, 
> 
where /r@(l) and y=(t) are determined by 
the solution of which requires tables for the hypergeometric distribution. 
2. NOTATION 
Let Rm denote the m-dimensional Euclidean space. Its Bore1 u-field will be 
denoted by S”“, the Euclidean norm by 11 11. Let (X, &) denote a measurable 
space and PtO,Tj 1 XZ’, 0 E @ x 7’, a family of p-measures (probability 
measures) with open index set (3 = 63 X T, @ c R, T c W. 
We shall write q = (f3, r). 
Let P,Jf] := j f dPq and let Pt 1 J” denote the product of n identical 
measures Pn 1 L-S?. 
With Q(l), l E I?, we denote the characteristic function, with 
Q x Q’ 19” x Sm the product and with Q * Q’ 1 .51’m the convolution of 
Q ~3”” and Q’ 1 .5Ym. Given a dominating measure p I&, let p(*, q) denote a 
density of Pv 1.~4 relative to p 1 J/. 
Finally, let l(*, q) := log ~(a, v). 
For i,j, k E {0 ,..., p} let 
where l*‘&(., q) denote partial derivatives with respect to q = (eO, r) = 
(4 ,..., 8J. Let Aij(v), i, j = O,...,p, denote the elements of the inverse matrix 
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Of (Li,i(~))i,j=O....,,. To simplify our notations we shall use the following 
convention: if in a monomial of variables, an index occurs more often than 
once, then this means the summation over all values which the index may 
assume. 
For a positive definite matrix Z and C-r = (Ui,j)i.i,r,...,m let 
&(X1 ,-**, x,) := (2rr-mlz(det Z)-l” exp(-$ ~~‘= r Ui/XiX,)* Let N” 19” 
denote the p-measure with density o,,, where Ii denotes the m x m identity 
matrix. Let N, = N denote the standard normal distrubition function G(u), 
u E R, ‘and a-percentage points N, = @-‘(a), 0 ( a < 1. Let q 1 A?“, 
y = (71 ,-**v Ym)3 Yi f NO, i = I,.-, m, denote a signed measure with Lebesgue 
density 
(1 + 4’ a** Xk) (o,m(x, ,..., x,) for some c E R (2.1) 
and let NrX.Y denote the measure induced by NY and the map x -+ xu,, 
an = n - I’* log n. 
For a p-measure Q, I9” let 
oi,. . .i,(S) :=I Xi1 **a Xik Qa(dx, 3e.a 9dX,) 
and 
Finally, define 
a 20 = -+AijAOk(Li,j,k + Lij,k) + A,‘/l,i/l,jll,,(3Li,j,~+ fLij,,)Y 
a - - gl&51,iAojAokLi j k, 22 - 7 . 
and 
A* .= $foi/i .A L. 11 . 01 Ok I%J,k 
hF2 := A,“‘[-A,iA,jjl,,(;Li,j,, + fL,,k) 
+ A~~~~i~o/(~L~,i,j + L )I* 
3. REGULARITY CONDITIONS 
Condition D. The family P, 1~4, q E 0 x T, is dominated by a a-finite 
measure p ) s?. 
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The following conditions refer to a family of probability measures 
Q, ) 9”, S E U, U open in Rq. 
Condition F. (cJ~~(~)>,,~=~ ,..., m = (+f -qxjQs(dxl ,..., dX,))i,j=l,..., m is posi- 
tive definite. 
Condition B. (a) For all 6 E U, Q, I.9” has mean zero. 
@I lima_, su~seuJ ll~l13~,xe~m:~~x~~>~) Qs(dx) =O* 
The following conditions refer to an &‘-measurable function 
h:XX(OXT)-+rn. 
Condition M. For every q E 0 x T there exists an open neighborhood U, 
of q such that 
sup P,(lh(.> VI”) < 00. (*I sew, 
Condition R. For every q E 0 x T there exists an open neighborhood U,, 
of v and a function k( s , r,r) : X+ R such that 
(i) k fulfills (*), 
(ii) for all 6, 1 E U,,, x E X, I h(x, 6) - h(x, A)1 < I( 6 - II) k(x, q). 
Condition L, . The integrals L(,,. . .i,j, LcilP(il.. .i,j, etc., are differentiable, 
such that differentiation and integration can be interchanged. 
4. LEMMAS 
4.1. LEMMA. Let Q, I 3Pm, 6 E U, where U is an open set in IRq, denote a 
family of p-measures fufllling conditions F and B. Let NY, 
y = 03 Y-*-Y y,) E I$’ denote the signed measure defined in (2.1) and let 
un := n - ‘I2 log n. Then we have 
Qi x q {(xl ,..., x,, y) E (Rm)“+‘: n-“‘(xl + ... +x,) + un y E A} 
= 
11 
l,(x) I&)(X - un y) q(dy) d”‘x + o(n-“*) 
uniformly in 6 E U and A E 9”, where d”x denotes the Lebesgue measure in 
W and 
y(“)(x) := rp,,(x)( 1 + n-V2P,(x, a)), 
pl(x, 4 = %uu,ti(tjtk - 3ajJ9 
ti = a,+ and -G’ = (al,(@)~,i=l,...,m~ 
is the m-dimensional Edgeworth expansion of length 1. 
(4.2) 
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.7 for p = 0 in GGtze 
and Hipp [2, p. 781, replacing the measure K,,,, used there, by xn;,J 9”. It 
only remains to show that Proposition 3.4 [2, p. 7 1 ] (for p = 0) used in 
Lemma 4.7 holds for the new randomization measure as well. This means 
(with the notation of that paper) that 
IKQ:, - v’> * X,:J = oW”*) for s=3 andp=O. 
The proof of Proposition 3.4 shows that it is sufficient to prove 
where 
I I&) 1 Db~n.,(t) D”(& - @‘)(t)l d”t = &I-‘*), 
This follows from 
s lDD,“,;,(t)l d”t = o(n-I’*) C” 
and the arguments of Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao [l, p. 156, (15.71)] 
which show that 
pY&‘,(t)l < cada”* and 
I 
lD”w’(t)l dt = o(n-I’*). 
C” 
These arguments are valid uniformly in 6 E U. 
4.3. LEMMA. Let Qp’ I9”, 6 E U, denote the distribution of 
-l/*(x, + .*. +x ) xi E W, under Q’. Let R * F?“‘+ IR denote 
!$~~~~~~~~h first derivative: ht x bounded by C( 1 + llx//‘j for some p > 0 
and all 6 E U. Assume that the conditions of Lemma 4.1 for Q, are fulfilled. 
Let f,(z, ,..., z,J := z1 + n-“*RS(zl,..., z,,,). Then we have uniformly in 
(r, 6) E R X U 
Q~‘xN{(~,~)EIR”x(R:~,(~)~~-~,~} 
= @(a;“*(cS)r) + n-1~2q$u;~1~2(6)r) a,“*(6) T,(r, 6) + o(n-“*), (4.4) 
where 
and E(r) = {(x1 ,..., x,): x, < r}. 
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ProoJ From Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao [ 1, p. 179, Corollary 17.3 ] 
we have 
Qr’{x E R’“: /Ix/( > log n} = o(n-“*) 
uniformly in 6 E U. Obviously we have 
Nrn{x E R”: llxll > log n} = o(n-“2). 
Since x + f,(x) is differentiable, there exists a sequence 6, with 6, = o(n- ‘/*) 
such that for all (r, S) E R x U 
QF' X P{(x, V) E (Rm)*: f,(x + u, y) < r f S,} 
> 
I I 
(4.5) 
~ Q~‘XN{(x,y,)~IR~xiR:f,(x)~r-a,y,}+o(n-I’*). 
Applying Lemma 4.1 to the 1.h.s. of (4.5) leads to the expansion 
where 
From 
i 
Z,;(x) yb”’ (x - CT,, y) P(dy) d”x + o(n- u2), 
i 
t,$‘(x - un y) N”(dy) = &“‘(x) + CT: rp)(x), 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
where 
i 
1 rr’(x)l d”x < c, uniformly in n and 6 E U, 
and (4.6) we obtain that the 1.h.s. of (4.5) is equal to 
i 
Z,;(x) I&‘(X) d”x + o(n-“‘). 
This expansion can be reduced similar as in Lemma 1 in Pfanzagl [5] to the 
one-dimensional Edgeworth expansion (4.4) (with r replaced by r f a,). 
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Hence, the r.h.s. of (4.5) lies within the interval the endpoints of which are 
the values of the expansion (4.4) with r replaced by r f 6,. Since r + T,(r, 6) 
is differentiable, this immediately proves the lemma. 
5. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
(i) Let (e,, 7) E R x RP be fixed and let 7: E Rp denote a sequence 
with 7: = 7 + K%, ]]s]] < log n. Furthermore let 0 < t < log n. Denote by 
Y,, = O(1) a sequence which will be determined later. Let o*(t, s) := Lo,ot2 + 
2L,,itsi + JY~,~s~s~. We introduce the abbreviations 
S,(x) := a(& -s)-1 + 
,cj 
(z(xi9 e, + n -I’*& 7) - Z(Xi, e,, 73), 
x = (x1 ,...) x,) E 27. 
For r E R let 
Let fpne:X” + [0, 1 ] denote a sequence of tests which is of level 
a + o(n ‘p/2). Then 
Here we have used the expansion (with q, E 1, 1 u I < log n) 
= ( (1 + un ur) qn(un u) N(dr) + O(uf log*n), (5.3) 
where qn: R + [0, l] is measurable. 
The maximum of the inner integral in (5.2) is obtained for the 
Neyman-Pearson test $(e, r) which can be chosen such that the expectation 
with respect to N(k) is similar of level a up to o(n-“*). 
Let u := u(t, -s). Since 
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for every r E R, we can estimate (5.2) by 
- exp(y, 0) I expto,d G+,) [@,(a, r)] N(dr) + o(n-“2). (5.4) 
From (5.3) applied with q,(a,r) :=P;,O,,;j[@,(., r)] we infer that (5.4) is 
equal to 
- exp(y,v) 1 p;&&, 
[f&J*, r)](l + o,vr)N(dr) + O(WV2). (5.5) 
Since the conditions M and R for the likelihood derivatives are fulfilled and 
the form a’(t, s) is positive definite, conditions F and B are fulfilled for the 
induced measures Q, := PC+,) 0 hjy/, where 
hjy;(x) := n+7(t, -s)-1 [I(x, e. + n-“*t, r) - qx, eo, 5 + n-“h)], 
uniformly for (f3, rl) in a neighborhood of (0,) t) of diameter n-“* log n and 
uniformly in I] s (] < log n, whenever n is suffciently large. Therefore 
Lemma 4.1 applied to (5.5) shows that (5.5) admits an expansion. In par- 
ticular, 
J %,,*+.-"~)F"(= r ](l + u,vr) N(dr) co = II t&(x + un r; t, s)( 1 + u, ur) dx N(h) + o(n- ‘/*), (5.6) Yn 
where ~g!Jx; t, s) denotes the density (4.2) of the Edgeworth expansion up 
to o(K”~) in one dimension. (Notice that the variance and the moments of 
hjz) which occur in this density depend on n.) As in (4.6~(4.7), the integral 
(5.6) is equal to 
03 
I 
w&(x; t, s) dx + o(n- V2) 
Yll 
= fly-y, - u(t, -s)/2) + n-“$9,(-y, - up, -s)) P(y,, t, 5) + o(n-I’*), 
(5.7) 
where the last equality follows by expansion of the moments of @$(., t, s) 
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in terms of n-l’* and the moments of likelihood derivatives under PcOo,rj. 
(Compare Pfanzagl [4, Lemma 9, p. 10171.) Choose 
y, = -N, - a(& - s)/2 + n- l’*R(N,) t, s), 
where R(N,, t, s) is a polynomial such that (5.7) is equal to a + o(K”*). 
From (5.1)-(5.7) we obtain 
%o+n-~~t,rkh,8,) - exp(w(t, -+>)a 
cc 
< I 
Vf$(x; 4 s) cix - exp(y,a(t, -~))a + o(n-‘*), (5.8) 
Y” 
where &$ denotes the density (4.2) pertaining to Q, = Pce0+n--U2,,T) 0 
/$“,(.; t, s). Then we have by similar arguments as in (5.6) and (5.7) 
~;e,+n-“2t,,,(~“.e,) G @W, + 44 -1) + n-“*rpw, + a -1) 
x M(N,, t, s) + o(n-I’*) (5.9) 
= @(N, + a@, -s) + n - “*M(N, ) t, s)) 
+ o(n- I’*), (5.10) 
where M(N,, t, s) denotes a polynomial in the variables N,, t, and s. In 
order to minimize the r.h.s. of (5.10) choose the “least favorable alternative” 
and notice that 
and 
B := t(AOOIAOi)i=*,...,p 
d(t, s) = /i,‘t2 + uyo, s - S) 
l~~~~~>-~~~~~~l~~lI~-~Il’/~l~l+II~ll>~ c > 0. 
Let g,(s, t) denote the argument of @ in (5.10). Then 
g,(s, 0 > g,(% t> + c(ltl + Ilsll)-’ IIS - Bl12 - n-v2d(t, s) IIS - 811 
>g,(&t) +c(llsll + l~l)~(o)* n-l 
> g,(B, t) + o(n-“‘) 
holds uniformly in 0 < t < log n, 0 < 1) s (1 < log n, where d(t, s) > 0 denotes a 
polynomial function of f and s. 
(ii) The proof that the test (1.7) attains the envelope power up to 
o(n - V2) is nearly the same as the proof in Pfanzagl [5, Lemma 8, p. 253, and 
Lemma 9, p. 2541 and is therefore omitted. (We apply Lemma 4.2 to the 
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randomization of the stochastic expansion of the as. m. 1. estimator sequence 
p”), say, f,(x, q) + n- “‘Q,(flx, II)) + un a, a independent of x and 
distributed according to N, thus obtaining the same expansion up to o(nPV’) 
for the power of a characteristic region as in [5, (A22), p. 2551. Moreover, 
the same arguments as in the proof of the Theorem [5, p. 2621 show that the 
power of the test sequence (1.7) has an expansion which attains the upper 
bound (1.5).) 
(iii) Exactly the same arguments as in part (i) show that for any 
sequence of tests such that P$,[~~,,n] > cz + o(c”~) uniformly in r E K, K 
compact, and t < 0, the reversed inequality (1.5) holds. For a = f the 
difference between the upper and the lower bound (1.5) (applied for I!?, 
replaced by 19, + n-“t”, t” > 0, resp. 0, - n-“‘t’, t’ > 0 and the alternative 
(e,, r)) is an upper bound for the concentration of as. median unbiased 
estimators in [f!I, + n-“*t’, 8, + n-“*t”] which is attained by the randomized 
as. m. 1. estimator (1.6) with N, = 0 because of part (ii). 
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